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Paredit Cheatsheet Insert mode ([{ Inserts (), [], or {} and moves the cursor inside. Also adds leading or trailing spaces when needed. Inserts (, [, { when inside comment or string. (a (a b (a b (a b ("string|")



b |c d) (|) c d) [|] c d) {|} c d) ⇒ ("string(|")



)]} Moves the cursor to the next closing parenthesis mark of the current list. When pressed again then moves to the next outer closing parenthesis, etc, until the closing of the top level form is reached. ] and } only move between brackets of the same type. Inserts ), ], } when inside comment or string. (a b |c d) ⇒ (a b c d)| ("string|") ⇒ ("string)")



Normal mode (, ) Moves to first ( on the left, or ) on the right. (a b (c d [e |f])) ⇒ (a b |( c d [e f])) (a b (c d [e |f])) ⇒ (a b ( c d [e f]|))



[[, ]] Go to the start of current/previous defun, go to the start of next defun.



Leader < ,< If standing on a delimiter (parenthesis or square bracket) then moves it to the left by slurping or barfing the sexpression to the left, depending on the direction of the delimiter: Pressing ’


Leader > ,> If standing on a delimiter (parenthesis or square bracket) then moves it to the right by slurping or barfing the sexpression to the right, depending on the direction of the delimiter: Pressing ’>’ when standing on a ’(’ makes the sexpression to the right of the ’(’ going out of the current list. Pressing ’>’ when standing on a ’)’ makes the sexpression to the right of the ’)’ coming into the current list. (aaa|) bbb ⇒ (aaa bbb|) |(aaa bbb) ⇒ aaa |(bbb)



Leader J ,J Join two subsequent lists or strings. The first one must end before the cursor, the second one must start after the cursor position. (aaa)|(bbb)⇒ (aaa |bbb) "aaa"|"bbb" ⇒ "aaa |bbb"



Leader O ,O Split ("Open") current list or string at the cursor position. Opposite of Join. Key O is selected because for the original Vim mapping J and O are also kind of opposites. (aaa |bbb) ⇒ (aaa) |(bbb) "aaa |bbb" ⇒ "aaa" |"bbb"



Leader W ,W Wrap the current symbol in a pair of parentheses. The cursor is then positioned on the opening parenthesis, as wrapping is usually done because one wants to call a function with the symbol as parameter, so by pressing "a" one can enter the function name right after the newly inserted "(". ,w( ,w{ ,w[ ,w" work in the same way, adding the specified delimiter. (aaa b|bb ccc) ⇒ (aaa |(bbb) ccc)



Leader S ,S Splice the current list into the containing list, i.e. remove the opening and closing parens. Opposite of wrap. (aaa (b|bb) ccc) ⇒ (aaa |bbb ccc)



x  When about to delete a (, ), [, ], or " and there are other characters inside, then just skip it to the right. When about to delete the closing part of the matched character with nothing inside, then the whole empty list is removed. When preceded by a  value then delete this many characters.
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